Best of 2016: Alumni Articles

Mrs. Aliza Libman Baronofsky (SBM 2006; Teacher of Math and Judaics, Charles E. Smith Jewish Day School)
Parshat Mishpatim: Percents of the Harvest

Rabbi Dr. Ira Bedzow (SBM 2003; Director of Biomedical Ethics and Humanities Program, New York Medical College)
Chava’s Reasons for Eating

Rabbi Shlomo Brody (SBM 2001; Program Director, Tikvah Overseas Seminars)
A Conservative's Guide to Talking About Rape, Religion, and Abortion

Rabbi Avraham Bronstein (SBM 2002; Institutional Sales and Outreach, Koren Publishers)
What Donald Trump and NFL Football Tell Us About Chained Wives

Rabbi Rafi Eis (SBM 2001, 2006; Ra”m, Midreshet Lindenbaum)
Jewish Testing Wars

Rabbi Elli Fischer (SBM 1997; Rabbi, Writer, Editor, and Translator)
The Changing Structure of Rabbinic Authority in the Information Age

Mrs. Miriam Gedwiser (SBM 2002; Faculty, Drisha Institute)
He Sent Out the Raven

Ms. Sarah Robinson (SBM 2012, 2013; student, GPATS)
Is Shelo Asani Isha a Misogynist Blessing?

Mr. Elliot Salinger (SBM 2014; Undergraduate, Princeton University)
Commanding Knowledge

Dr. Malka Simkovich (SBM 2001; Visiting Professor of Jewish Studies, Catholic Theological Union)
The Origins of Jewish Universalism: What It Is, and Why It Matters

Rabbi David Wolkenfeld (SBM 2003; Rabbi, Anshe Sholom B’nai Israel Congregation)
Renew Us, As of Old: Shekalim 5776

Rabbi Shlomo Zuckier (SBM 2012; JLIC, Yale University)
Yom Kippur, Fasting, and the Poor: Considering the Message of Isaiah 58